Abstract— Autonomous mobile robots in household environments have to cope with many different kinds of objects which they must detect, recognize, and manipulate. Over their lifetime, the robots must adapt to new objects and incorporate new perception methods. In this paper we present a system for life-long learning of training data and perception method parameters using a document-oriented, schema-less database technology that is typically used in cloud computing applications. Not only can a single robot extend and increase its data volume continuously over time, but it can also potentially share this very dataset with multiple other robots through the cloud.

I. INTRODUCTION

Service robots tasked with helping humans in household habitats must deal with a wide variety of objects. These objects depend on the particular environment (e.g. living room, kitchen), the human which is supported (e.g. elderly person, or a person with an impairment), and simply on the time of operation (e.g. objects are replaced for functional or design reasons). It is virtually impossible to prepare the robot on or before deployment with all possible objects. Equally important is the high pace of development in the robotics domain. New methods for perception are being developed and eventually integrated into the robotic system. It would be too much of an effort to require the user to go through a training procedure for all objects that the robot had already learned about.

Therefore, the robot must be able to learn new objects and to adapt to new perception methods. It is essential that the robot must be able to have a persistent training data set, which it can expand over time for objects it learns, and which can then be used to train new methods as they are added. Robots in the same or even separate environments could benefit from exchanging such data. In this paper, we will focus on the former aspect of persistent storage and give pointers how the second goal can be achieved in future work.

To accomplish the goal of a life-long learning perception system for an autonomous mobile service robot, we propose the employment of the document-oriented, schema-less database MongoDB. We describe how these properties help in creating a persistent data storage for training and perception input data (like feature vectors or descriptors) which can be extended over time with new objects and perception methods.

We have developed [1] an extensible perception system that allows to tag learned objects with attributes like color, shape, or its function. Then, in a training phase, the system extracts relevant information like feature descriptors to detect a particular object in a scene. This very instance of an object is described by a set of attributes. All of this information is stored in a database. At run-time, given an arbitrary query for a set of attributes a cascade of classifiers is generated automatically by which a previously unknown object described by the query can be detected.

In this paper, we focus on the aspect of storing the raw training data of different sensor modalities and varying types of data associated with the wide variety of recognition methods the system supports. We discuss why cloud techniques provide a robust base for this system and how this can be leveraged in the future to share the very data and information among multiple robots. To show the applicability we utilized the developed storage system for training classifiers for a combination of attributes and for efficiently querying the relevant data. The evaluation results for training a set of descriptors show the feasibility of our approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, we give an overview and describe some background of the system in Section II before we revisit some related work in Section III. In Section IV we describe the cloud storage system for the life-long learning perception system. Afterwards, in Section V we discuss experiments conducted and show performance data showing the feasibility of the approach. Finally we conclude in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The overall object perception and management system of our robot works as follows. The robot is equipped with a set of sensors (e.g. cameras, RGB-D sensor, laser range finder) to acquire data from its environment. To detect and recognize objects, it uses different methods like color classification or feature descriptors like SIFT or SURF. Since detecting and recognizing different objects requires different methods and it might be done using different sensors not every information is available for every object. In this work, we restrict ourselves to vision as the only perceptual input. That is, we always work on 2D images and, if the robot has 3D capabilities, we also use 3D point clouds.

The characterization of objects commonly works with classifying them. Instead of assigning an object just to one particular of a limited set of specialized classes, we choose to describe objects with a set of attributes. That is, we label the object with all the attributes that apply to it, e.g. its color (red), its type (apple), a category (fruit), its form (round), or even properties (edible). This gives us an advantage
in our object recognition as it allows for a more flexible specification of classes by combining these attributes. For example, we could make the robot look for red round objects that are edible even though the robot does not have an explicit class for that very combination of attributes.

The general idea of our object recognition system now is to work in a hierarchical fashion. For every specific object and its attributes we build a base-classifier for every applicable classification method given the available data. Then, we construct a so-called single-attribute-classifier from all these base-classifiers (for multiple different objects) which share a specific single attribute. Finally, to obtain a classifier for a specific query, we again combine single-attribute-classifiers to form a so-called meta-classifier for exactly those attributes that appear in the query. The means by which we combine classifiers at each stage is beyond the scope of this paper and is instead discussed in [1] and [2]. An overview of the hierarchical architecture of our system is given in Figure 1.

With the above system we construct meta-classifiers for specific queries. The meta-classifiers are essentially cascades of the attributes used in the query. A query such as $Q = \{\text{color : red, apple}\}$ could yield a cascade that uses the attribute-classifiers which were trained for the apple and the color:red attribute. The use of that cascade is illustrated in Figure 2. The query is separated into two steps, for which single-attribute classifiers are queried. Only if an object is recognized by all classifiers along the cascade it is accepted as a result object. While cascades for frequent queries are built offline, we can also construct cascades for answering ad-hoc queries online.

### III. Related Work

Life-long learning has been identified as a key ability for service robots earlier. While some research investigates the means of cumulative learning in those settings like [3] in this work we focus on storing and accessing the information needed for such a system.

Using non-relational databases to store large amounts of data is becoming increasingly popular with cloud computing in general, and in robotics in particular. As an example, in [4] a generic robot database is proposed using MongoDB for recording any and all data generated during robot operation. They focus on utilizing this data to analyze faults that occurred and to evaluate a robot’s performance.

Mason et al. [5] developed a system for long-term change detection and semantic querying based on the perceived data from the robot. Their system uses RGB-D data. From each object in a particular captured scene, they extract a set of semantic attributes like color, shape and its real coordinate, which are later used to figure out whether a specific object is still in field of view at a particular position or not. They use MongoDB to store and retrieve the data and attributes.

Dayoub et al. [6] introduce a long-term updating mechanism inspired by human memory model. The robot in their application is supposed to track the location of a group of objects and to suggest the most likely location for those objects. They mention that in this way, the robot is able to maintain its knowledge of a changing environment.

Klank et al. [7] implemented an object recognition system which does not store any training data in the system but obtains 3D models of objects from the Internet when needed. In our system however, instead of re-training each time with a new set of training data, we store the raw data objects. This way, our system can also integrate new and other descriptors when they become available, not only 3D ones.

In [8] a long-term human-robot interaction is discussed. The authors investigate interaction design strategies such that it reinforces a positive long-term relationship between people and a robot. We share the goal of long-term robot operation.

As mentioned, in our system we describe objects by a set of attributes and we aim to find a classifier for any arbitrary combination of these attributes. Similar efforts have been done before. Farhadi et al. [9] used attributes to describe different parts of a particular object. Later on, they trained a classifier for each of these part-based attributes, just considering this part in the object and not the whole object. Then they trained classifiers for a combination of these attributes for answering a particular query.

### IV. Long-term Perception Data Storage

Typically, if a particular perception method is trained, the raw data is kept in a file system and only minimal meta data is used. Often either implicit assumptions in the loading procedure are made or it is stored in plain text files. In our application though, we need to accommodate a wide variety of methods and data input sources. We also want to maintain raw data in a way that we can attach arbitrary meta data
that there is no particular a-priory declared or at run-time.

Flexible data structures:

varying and evolving data structures for different perception methods and input formats.

Data management:

a unified storage architecture, the ability to replicate data easily, and backup and restore facilities.

Flexible and efficient retrieval:

queries for specific data; fast and low-overhead retrieval of diverse and large data.

We found that the document-oriented, schema-less database MongoDB [10] fulfills these criteria and that it provides us with the flexibility and efficiency required. At the same time, due to its origin in cloud computing applications, it supports the desired replication among multiple robots. We have also found that it integrates nicely with typical robot middlewares allowing for a seamless integration and provides the necessary performance [4].

**MongoDB as the Basis for a Generic Perception Database**

MongoDB stores data in documents, entities of grouped key-value pairs (fields). Values are of basic types like numbers or text, but can also contain nested documents allowing for hierarchical structures. In Figure 3 and Figure 4 are example documents which we will explain in more detail below in the section on the Perception System Database.

Documents in MongoDB are schema-less. This means that there is no particular a-priory declared or at run-time enforced structure. At a first glance this might seem to contradict typical properties of databases, in particular from the perspective or relational database management systems. In MongoDB however, documents tend to have structure which is derived from the stored data and for which the schema is implicitly and dynamically defined by the application. For instance, our perception system uses several types of data input. While data of the same type (e.g. images) will share the same structure, other data (e.g. point cloud) differs, even though when of the same logical kind (input). The variety of implemented perception methods come with an even wider variety of data structures. The possibility to group them together and jointly iterate through all of them proves convenient and efficient, e.g. for training procedures.

Documents in MongoDB can be grouped into collections. Typically, collections host data of the same or similar structure, at least of the meta data, and the same logical identification, e.g. input data or perception parameters. Collections provide a first frame of reference of what to expect from retrieved documents. In the case of classifier training for a particular method, this allows us to query for all input document matching certain criteria, e.g. the availability of an image or a point cloud.

Raw data items in particular contain large and input-specific data structures, for example point clouds are stored in Point Cloud Data (PCD) format specified by the Point Cloud Library [11]. To store these binary large objects we use GridFS, a file system built on top of MongoDB. It allows to store arbitrarily large files by splitting the data into chunks and maintaining information that allows to combine the data later again. We use GridFS to store raw input data like images or point clouds and classifier training output like descriptors. Additional meta data, for example certain thresholds are stored in the database directly. This allows to easily inspect the meta data and also pose queries based on it.
Documents in different collections can be linked using references. A reference allows to store an identifier of a document including its location (collection name). During retrieval the programming support library then provides tools to easily retrieve these additional documents. We make use of references to link an object with its associated raw and scene data, attributes, and classifier data.

As a technology developed for cloud computing environments a particular benefit is the simplicity of replication. It allows multiple robots to use the same database and keep it up to date jointly. A robot can also replicate a database once for initial bootstrapping and then keep it to itself and augment it with additional specific objects in its environment. While this is not done at the moment, it provides an interesting alley for future extensions to the system and fully integrating the system into a cloud computing infrastructure.

The schema-less document data model in particular fulfills our requirement of flexible data structures. MongoDB provides us with a unified storage model, backup and restore facilities, and the ability to replicate data among multiple robots, fulfilling our second criterion. For the third concern we will now look into MongoDB’s query capabilities.

**Perception System Database**

The perception system requires the database for long-term data storage, data exchange, and to query for classifiers given an attribute set. The overall structure is depicted in Figure 5. The brown cylinder represents the database to which the data is stored. To the left you see the abbreviated database structures that are used to organize the required data. Orange borders separate collections in the database, to which documents (green boxes) of similar content are stored. Scenes are the basic input data like images or point clouds for a particular scene. From a scene, a number of objects can be extracted automatically or manually. An object is associated with some raw data, that is clipped images or cutout point clouds with only the part of the particular object. For these objects feature descriptors or parameters are extracted which are used by a base-classifier to recognize that specific object. In the attributes collection, an object is assigned a set of attributes and the classifiers which have been trained for the given attribute set and the objects base-classifiers. All of these separate documents are connected via a document describing a specific object in a particular scene. Only later processing steps create the single-attribute and meta-classifiers. The data associated with these classifiers is stored in separate collections not depicted in the figure.

The structure of the documents in a collection are similar, but not the same. For instance, consider the example raw data document in Figure 3. It describes the apple in the particular scene. For this specific object we have image data with an associated mask and point cloud data available, but no depth image, which might be available for other objects (e.g. if contributed by another robot with a stereo camera). The document might also contain pointers to pre-processed data, e.g. integral images if they were used for multiple classifiers. The document can also be easily extended for data modes which are not available at this time. The object references the scene from which the object was extracted. The second document in this figure is a document describing the point cloud data file. It is stored in a separate collection and part of the GridFS storage structures. The attribute document in Figure 4 shows how attributes are bound to an object. An object within a scene is referenced and a map with arbitrary attributes is specified. The classifiers are filled if they have been trained for this object and attribute set. Below is an excerpt from the base classifier information document. It contains references to a parameter document or anything required to run the classifier, but also meta information like the time that was required to extract the parameters. The system may later prefer one classifier over another during meta-classifier training based on this time, for instance.

The database is often used in cloud computing environments. Its abilities of replication and sharding (distributing documents among multiple hosts based on the identifier) allows to easily exchange data among multiple robots. In a more involved scenario, we envision that information about specific attributes can be passed among robots, automatically determining which raw or classifier data must be transferred with it to be useful to another system. A next step would be to replicate the data onto multiple hosts which are used for distributed (re-)training of classifiers and for generating meta-classifiers for typical queries off-line.

The right blue section summarizes our perception system that uses the database. Based on a query for a set of attributes,
the system accesses the database, in particular the attributes collection, to determine the proper classifiers to use. We will now describe this process in more detail.

Queries for Cascaded Perception

One of the particular benefits of using a database compared to storing data in the file system are the powerful query capabilities. MongoDB uses a query language based on JavaScript. Queries are posed to retrieve a specific subset of documents from a collection. They can filter, sort, and order the returned documents given certain criteria based on the fields in the document. In addition, MongoDB supports the map-reduce paradigm [12] to run parallelized calculations.

The overall goal is to identify a set of objects (often only a single one) matching a specific set of attributes. For example, to react to a command “get my cup, it’s the red one” we need to find an object which is shaped like a cup and of red color. Considering the task at hand – to build a cascaded classifier out of basic classifiers for a set of attributes as depicted in Figure 2 – we will step through the query procedure. Let’s assume we have two criteria, one specifying an object color and another indicating that the object is a cup. Looking for red cups then leads to the (perception) query

\[ Q = \{ \text{color} : \text{red}, \text{cup} \} \]

For each element of the query \( q \in Q \) we query the set classifiers \( C^D_q \) for each document \( D \in AC \) (attributes collection) which list the query element as one of the attributes.

\[ C^D_q = \begin{cases} D.\text{classifiers}, & \text{if } q \in D.\text{attributes} \\ \emptyset, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

This maps directly to queries for the database. For each element of the query, we query for all documents in the attributes collection which contain the attribute of interest with the same value. Then, the set of classifiers \( C_q \) for a single query element \( q \) is given by

\[ C_q = \bigcap_{D \in AC, C^D_q \neq \emptyset} C^D_q \]

For each query element \( q \) we run the classifier set \( C_q \) based on the classifier parameterization stored in the database to discriminate the objects \( O_q \). The detected objects are then the objects classified to conform with the given attribute for each of the query elements:

\[ O = \bigcap_{q \in Q} O_q \]

Being able to rely on database query features vastly simplifies the generation of classifier cascades, in particular for sets of object attributes which had not been queried before.

V. Experiments

The storage system has been evaluated using objects from the Washington University RGB-D dataset [13]. From the 300 objects in the dataset we have selected 10 instances of each object. Additionally we have added a few of our own objects. In total the database contains 2962 scenes. For each scene image information is available, point clouds are available for 2946 scenes. Out of the total number of scenes, 3117 objects have been extracted as raw data items (from some scenes more than one object has been used). For each object exists a document describing the parameterization of the base classifiers and one describing the object’s set of attributes and trained classifiers. The overall database comprises about 43 GB of data in about 130000 documents.

To evaluate the system, feature extraction and descriptor generation has been performed which is the most I/O intensive task of the perception system. For images we used SIFT, SURF, and Gabor descriptors and edge-based shape detection and color parameters. From point clouds we extracted
VFH [14] descriptors and parameters for RANSAC-based cylinder and sphere detection. The extraction process has been implemented mostly relying on OpenCV [15] for image data and the Point Cloud Library [11] for 3D features. For the experiments, all data was erased and raw data elements reprocessed. After the training, queries can be posed to build discrimination cascades. The evaluation of the recognition step is described in [2]. The experiments were conducted on a desktop machine with an Intel Core2 Duo E6750 at 2.66 GHz with 4 GB of RAM and a 1 TB Western Digital Caviar Green (WD10EZRX) spinning disk hard drive.

We separated the overall process in three categories for time tracking: reading from and writing to the database and the actual feature extraction. The results are shown in Figure 6. On the horizontal axis you see the training runs, one per object and extractor (starting with image and followed by point cloud extractors). The time taken per step is on the vertical axis (in milliseconds) where the three times are stacked on top of each other to see their proportions. The light blue part at the bottom is the time taken for reading from the database (images, point clouds) and the dark red part at the top is writing to the database (descriptors, parameters). The other colors denote the different extractors. It is clearly visible that for images the reading and writing times are negligible compared to the actual extraction. For point clouds, where the input data is large and in the range of several megabytes the reading times increase noticeably, but still remain on a level comparable to raw file reading. Writing remains negligible. Figure 7 shows the database average operations per second during training. Note that the horizontal scale is the actual time now, not individual training samples. The test machine can handle about 15000 inserts per second for very small documents if there is no other I/O and CPU load. Compared to this theoretical maximum the number of operations on the database remains low. For the case where many operations are performed during the image-based training we see that the database can easily handle the higher workload even though other operations are performed on the host. The database is therefore not the limiting factor, but the image and point cloud processing time is.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we presented a database storage for a life-long extensible perception system. We employ MongoDB, a document-oriented schema-less database often used in cloud computing environments. It is used to store raw input data like images and point clouds, classifier parameterization like descriptors, and attributes to label objects. The flexible storage system allows to accommodate different kinds of information easily in a unified way and allows for future extensions by adding new objects or perception methods. The database is the basis for a dynamic hierarchical object detection system. It depends on the advanced query features of the database to build discrimination cascades based on object attributes on- and off-line.

We have argued that the proposed system meets the requirements of flexible data structures, data management capabilities, and flexible and efficient data retrieval that we determined. Our evaluation results suggest that the system is feasible for the task and efficient providing these services. In particular, when performing classifier training (the most I/O intensive task) the incurred overhead is negligible.

Being based on cloud technology the system is prepared for replicating data to multiple robots, for example for bootstrapping or to share information about new objects.
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